CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the research that has conducted for six students’ of English Education Department from the data analysis in the previous chapter the researcher concludes as follows:

1. There are differences of students’ speaking skill before and after watching VOA news videos. It can be proved from the test result score after watching VOA news videos of each students’ are higher than before watching VOA news videos. It means that the VOA news videos gives opportunities to get better in speaking, the students’ can use VOA news videos as often as possible as the media for learning speaking.

2. The VOA news videos are effective to trigger students’ speaking skill. It is provable by students’ participation during this research conducted, the students were more active in doing the treatment by watching VOA news videos. The variety of topics from all over the world might be really effective to trigger students’ for learning speaking. Therefore, there were improvement in the indicators of speaking skill because of this research, such as: pronunciation, fluency, comprehension and accent.
B. Suggestion

Based on this research, the researcher would give some suggestion, as follows:

1. To the students

   The VOA news videos could be used everywhere, the students are expected to use VOA news videos by themselves in the classroom or at home when browsing in the internet. Hopefully, with the variety of topics and sophisticated of VOA news videos could be used as innovative media for learning speaking.

2. To the teacher

   The VOA news videos are effective language learning tool, it has been proved by this research. The teacher will find many material of speaking by browsing the videos in the VOA news and it easy to access. Hopefully, the VOA news videos could trigger students to learn speaking and could be more interest in catch the material of speaking.

3. To other researcher

   The VOA news videos could be used as a media to support students’ speaking skill. This study could be used as a beginning reference, because much more research is needed to determine the other factors affecting in the students’ speaking skill in the context of using VOA news videos.
However, during this research conducted the researcher founds several obstacles, such as:

1. There was no complete media to support this research. To conduct this research needs the supporting media, such as: personal computer, projector, audio and smartphone. In addition, if this research is to be used in large class, all equipment must be sufficient. On the other, this research will be good even just using personal computer or at least smartphone if used in one-to-one learning as the researcher did in this research.

2. Some students still lack the confidence to speak and confused to tell what they got from the videos because they did not understand the topics on the videos. So, the best way to have solution for this case is the videos should be playing in a few times and the researcher or teacher must help them to understand the topic on the videos.